
During transportation, consignments are subjected to typical transportation stress resulting from, for example uneven 
roads, acceleration or deceleration of the vehicle, or handling during the delivery. Make sure your consignments are care-
fully packed in order to avoid unnecessary damage during transportation. 

Consignment packaging and measurements 

1. Make sure that the contents cannot move around within the parcel.
2. Attach the address label with an SSCC barcode to each parcel so that the label does not run over any edge 
of the parcel.
3. Attach any necessary special handling labels in a visible location.
4. Seal the parcel properly so that it cannot open during transportation.
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Package your consignment correctly
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1. The address label is placed incorrectly.

Pitfalls of parcel packaging

2. The parcel has not been sealed properly.

3. The special handling labels are placed  
incorrectly.
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4. The contents of the parcel have not been 
protected.
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Measurements:
Maximum side length of the parcel: 2.4 m
Maximum weight of one parcel: 30 kg
Maximum consignment volume: 0,4 m³



Package your groupage correctly

1. Attach the address label with an SSCC barcode to the top right corner of the longer side of each pallet.
2. Attach any necessary special handling labels in a visible location. Remember to attach any regulatory labels 
for dangerous goods. The total weight of all parcels of over 1,000 kg must also be indicated according to Occupational 
Health and Safety Act.
3. Seal the parcel properly so that it cannot open during transportation.
4. Make sure that the parcels do not overhang the edges of the pallet.
5. Secure the consignment to the pallet, for example, with stretch wrap. 
 
Measurements:
Maximum length of one parcel with pallet: 2.4 m
Maximum width of one parcel with pallet: 1.8 m 
The maximum height of one parcel with pallet for domestic shipments is 2.2 m, and 2.0 m for international 
shipments.
The maximum weight of a shipment (including pallet) delivered to one consignee: 2,500 kg
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Pitfalls of groupage packaging

1. The delivery address 
is not indicated on the correct 
address label.

2. A shipment of several parcels 
have not been properly secured 
together and to the pallet.

3. The shipment exceeds the 
outer measurements of the 
pallet.
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